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ABSTRACT

There occur, under usual courses the offsprings develop with lot of aberrations as evident from the newly 
discovered xx-xy gender theory about one and a quarter century ago. Recently, after a new perfection of the 
original discovery many developments in human biology were brought in. The objective of this study was 
to bring an innovative childcare for developing a personality from zero to hero. The study takes stakes of 
cases which had taken huge stock in various religions since long past. Study sets extensive role of mothers 
beyond mere nine months; period child is reared in womb. The study identified setbacks in bio-factors which 
tend to revamp at later stage of growth creating intelligent personalities as well as bad personalities. Further, 
promotion of such good personalities was fostered by awards and discouragement of bad by sociological 
punishments. The psychological disorder has to be overcome by an appropriate psychological reminding 
punishment to such miscreants of extremely unpleasant activities. Thus, this study sets a new bio path for 
developing child from zero to hero, which becomes genetic personality development a first scientific visionary 
study.

Keywords: Childbirth; Childcare; Eminent Intelligent Personality; Growth Stages; Prismatic Balanced Family 
Gender

Introduction
After new perfection of the original discovery of xx-xy (fe-

male-male) gender theory, many developments in human biology 
were brought in. In the referred domain previous developments 
reached prismatism in creating balanced gender in families. After 
reaching at this juncture, of prismatism for developing balanced fami-
ly, it became obvious pondering that what can be further possibility of 
bringing new development in human biology. At birth a child’s mind 
organs get developed, but it has no thinking power, hence it can be 
considered as a situation of zero. How it grows and develops it can 
be made into a hero. One effort is made through aps, video, and pre-
sentations to tech pregnant women how to manifest better baby, Gar-
bh Sanskar is taking form of a wing. [1], baby by choice and not by 
chance. The article presented details on Hindu Sanskar by spirituality 
citing case of and Abhimanu through software aps named Krishna 
coming through garbh sanskar, women can desgn their desire in the 

womb itself. The mythological story of Arjun- –Abhimnu, and devotee 
Prahlad who listened lord Vishnus chntings when he was in his moth-
er’s womb. The study cites cases of success stories and the entered in 
big business. The 3esson is devided int quarter. The app named Krish-
na Coming designer baby having Sanskar and intelligence has become 
a business module, getting popularized through workshops and sem-
inars citing success stories and method of building desired baby by 
choice and not by chance. The program is divided in sections viz beej 
shuddhikaran, preconception, punernavan in first three months, then 
chanting sanskars and for intelligence through slokas, music and sto-
rytelling and depiction of preference of the baby character. In the sec-
ond third month duration spiritual sansakar recited. The last quarter 
is devoted to yoga and exercise. Doctors find such mental practices 
and situations have good family bond resulting comfort and coher-
ence in family. This app has become a new wing forming basis of yoga 
and vedic mantras. This sanskar baby involves family support where 
many events-based family functions are performed. The app has also 
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program for children up to age of 12 years., while business-oriented 
medication, yist lesson, yoga, meditation etc, but there is no insight 
of bio magnifications and what happens to the good and bad effect 
of shocks, which happen by any unknown reasons. Thus, the interest 
being brought up in the present study is well alive need full-fledged 
study on genetic theory, which will advance human biology, in general.

Objective of the present study was to find how further growth can 
make one from zero to hero. This study made process based situa-
tional study and arrived at meaningful conclusions in development 
of child from zero to hero. The study cites cases which had taken 
huge stakes in various religions since long past. It comes from that 
any initial shock on child at initial stage when one is mentally zero, 
will- have lot of implications on its future development of personality. 
Study identified initial shock defers child’s mind diversion depending 
on available visionary exposition and adverse impact of surrounding 
environment. The well-known historically famous cases are cited 
as examples in support of further upcoming results and bio-factors 
responsible for such developments are identified and substantiated. 
Study sets extensive role of mothers beyond mere nine months; pe-
riod child is reared in womb. This study provides a new dimension 
in sociological provocations in International Mother’s Day. The study 
sets new steps and routes for celebrating International Mothers’ Day 
using new perfection of original discovery bof gender theory and be-
yond. The study first considers advances in prismatic gender, it takes 
all possible cares during the pregnancy, deliveries, care postnatal, and 
child care making one as an adult hero, something a different per-
sonality from one gets developed under usual life course processes. 
The study sets innovative wisdom for developing a genetic person-
ality from zero to hero, which becomes the first scientific visionary 
bio study.

Materials and Method
Existing Scenario on Child and Mother Care

Child is created by mother, which involves process. Mothers 
showed tremendous concern on welfare of children as display of 
motherhood as evident from media reports on International Moth-
ers’ Day on May 15, 2023 [2]. This study brings developing focus and 
its appropriateness and efficacy. Worldwide mothers initiated cam-
paigns on combating global warming and environmental pollution 
becoming injurious to health, adopt strategic urgent mitigating pol-
icies.It is giving feeling that real role of mothers in caring children 
has left right path, hence many worldly affairs cope in. There is need 
to bring childcare inducing genetic reason, extending role of mothers 
and making its international understanding value highly precious and 
effective.

Ancient Scenario on Mother and Childcare

There were plenty of miracles in childcares in the past. Efforts 
were made to bring well known cases so that readership gets quick 
comprehension and visualization of cited case studies. Historically 

famous and well-known cases were cited as examples in support of 
further upcoming results.

Siddharth to Gautam Buddha: Siddhartha was born in 563 BC 
princely family in Lumbini in Nepal. He grew up in great personality 
and became Mahatma Gautam Buddha. His life course bccame a path 
setter for the new generation [3]. A new bio factor was identified and 
will be taken up in the subsequent path of the study.

Savitri Bai Phule Mahatma Jyotibarao Phule: Jyotiba Phule was 
a great thinker, social reformer, philosopher, editor, and revolutionary. 
Savitri Bai Phule, on the other hand, was illiterate before marriage, 
but Jyotiba Rao Phule taught her how to read and write. Later [4], 
Savitri Bai Phule became the first female teacher in the country, not 
just for the backward classes but for the entire nation. At that time, 
the condition of girls was very pitiful, and they were not even allowed 
to study or write. This personality brought a new era of bringing ed-
ucation in girl children, who became mothers a piller in the develop-
ment of the genetic theory. This bio factor becomes a catalyst [5] in 
childcare from zero to hero.

Albert Einstein-An Exemplary Genius Personality: Born on 
March 14, 1879, in ULM, Germany as first healthy child to Pauline and 
her husband Harmaan, creating a very delighted parents [6-8]. The 
father Hermaan was an electrical engineer at the time when electri-
cal products were new and exciting area to work in. Next year the 
Harmaan family moved to Munic to team up with his brother Jacob to 
start makeup of electrical equipments. The child grew with his par-
ent’s given name Albert and became great scientist Albert Einstein.

A Girl with IQ More than Genius Einstine: Daily News Paper [9] 
presented a news of a girl having intelligence quotients (I.Q.) more 
than that of Albert Einstein. The details of such I. Q. will support iden-
tification and evidence in the coming study.

Advancement in the Domain of Development of Women 
and Child

This researcher brought new perfections in original discovery of 
xx-xy (gender theory) in 1905 [10], ie after one and a quarter centu-
ry later, overcoming plenty aberrations and becoming scientific basis 
back people lose trust on such scientific advancement, and adopt back 
on believes based on different prevailing religions prayers. How this 
new perfection brings scientific advancement in human biology to 
come in resulted in bringing prismatism in human biology [9].

New Bio-Factor in Childcare Shaping Future Personality 

Deep case by case study showed a bio-factor which has strong in-
fluence on development of individual personality. This bio-factor is 
the level of pH of urine. This has several ranges which implicate men-
tal growth making intelligent as well as a bad personality by process 
of biomagnification in the life course and making nature of individual 
personality. This aspect will be presented in the result part of study.
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Acquisition of Data for Further Study

Well known cases of aberrations in gender balances leading to 
misbalanced families having social and economic variations are fam-
ilies and associated genetic disability, as well as ailments are brought 
in the study [11].

Results
There are plenty of aberrations in gender theory results. Well 

known cases of such aberrations are classified, and such groups are 
present in the following subsection.

Selected Case Study Having Misbalance in Family with Girl 
Children and No Male Child 

Present well acquainted case known to the author. The case-by-
case deep analysis was reviewed, and crucial factors identified. The 
misbalance in family occurs due to low pH (ie high acidity) of urine. 
This chemical dis balance occurs due to many female genders related 
problem of urinary tract. The period irregularity turns to bring dif-
fect in system add to the problems. Therefore, mothers are required 
to take pre-pregnancy medical advice from an expert doctor, which 
is usually done after conception of child. Such pre pregnency med-
ical advisory is reposted by this author other study [10] In this do-
main lack of scientific knowledge as well as failure of the expected 
results from the original theory reverted people seek God’s blessings. 
The helplessness situation people accept in whichever type of gen-
der takes birth. The new perfection [5] has reached to prismatism 
of childbirth and make family become gende balanced. Education of 
girl children which become mothers in due course will be able to un-
derstand the process. Even in the most developed countries of world 
only 30 percent of parents plan pregnancy where nearly 24% deliver 
babies. The remaining 70- 76 % child borns in their natural process 

of evolution. Therefore, this situation is not likely to be overcome in a 
short span of time. Pregnant mothers visit doctors for normal growth, 
which remains tagged to food and nutrition of mother and child. Nev-
ertheless, the new perfection overcomes such limitations. Pre consul-
tation over comes likely complexity of growth and delivery. Educated 
lots prefer to go for caesarean delivery, where both mother and child 
get needed care. The medical care facilities usually remain lacking 
and many mortalities of mother and child cannot be over ruled. Fam-
ily life gets sad sailing and life course development with complica-
tions. Study could not make any study on visible ailments of mother 
and the girl children as result on inherent limitation and people avoid 
talking such ailments, as natural situation.

Aberrations in the XX-XY (Female-Male) Theory, Social 
and Family Health Having Only Male Children

Table 1 presents case study of well-acquainted family having only 
male children [2]. Cases reveal the special health situation of parents. 
The couple with one male child invariably father suffered baldness 
and occasional headache. In case of couples having two male chil-
dren there occur plenty ailments in fathers as well mental disorder 
in mothers. Large no of cases in this category showed a variety of 
ailments in fathers asewll as in mothers. Severity of headache and 
mental disorder were found to increase in couples with three sons. 
In contrast, the couple with four sons both parents suffered baldness 
and mental disorders. The social implications are different from those 
that existed during the 19th century when Jyotiba-Savitribai Phule 
were involved in overcoming problem then [3]. By that time there ex-
isted no scientific gender theory. This study will take account of new 
scientific advancement of gender xx-xy female-male theory [10,11]. 
As it was apparent, in births of females (Table 2), there also occurred 
aberrations in birth of male children (Table 1). Such implications will 
be taken up in clarification in the following part of manuscript.

Table 1: Misbalance in family having only male children.
One male and one female with natural developments producing only son

S.No Male Female Living standard Offspring Health of parents Social implication

1 M21 F24 Normal 1 Son Male had bald head It becomes signal that the offspring will be Son

2 F22 F25 Normal 1 Son Male had some mental disorder It becomes signal that the offspring will be Son

Remarkable conclusion from the above case studies: Ailments on parents: Father suffer baldness and mental disorder

3 M13 F16 Normal 2 Sons Male with migraine Needs ameliorative measures

4 M14 F17 Normal 2 Sons Female suffered mental disorder Needs ameliorative measure

5 M16 F19 Normal 2 sons Male bald head, Female died at early 
age

Family could not provide continued mother 
care.

6 M17 F20 Normal 2 Sons Female suffered severe disease Needs measure to overcome disease

7 M18 F21 Normal 2 Sons Male suffered season change disorder Needs measure to overcome

8 M19 F22 Normal 2 Sons Male suffered baldness A prospecting impact indicator to follow.

9 M20 F23 Normal 2 Sons Mail suffered with left hand paralysis This is new fact found in this study

10 M21 F 24 Normal 2 Sons Male had baldness Confirming baldness
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Remarkable conclusion from the above case studies: Ailments on parents: Father s suffer baldness, migranes and mental disorder and 
mothers suffer mental disorder even death at an early age. Any skeletal disability gets reflected in child gender development.

11
M11 F14 Normal 3 Sons Male had severe headache Needs ameliorative measure

12 M12 F15 Excessive non-
veg eating 3 Sons Male with baldness Covering head with gamchha turban

Ail Remarkable conclusion from the above case studies: ments on parents: Fathers suffer baldness as well as severe headache

13 M15 F18 Normal 4 Sons Father suffered baldness and mother 
suffered some mental isorder Needs measure to overcome problem

Remarkable conclusion from the above case studies: Ailments on parents: father suffer baldness and mother suffer mental disorder

Note: * *Subscripts M and F are arbitrary. They merely signify different identification in array.

Table 2: Aberrations in xx-xy- (female-male) gender theory and resulting gender misbalanced families.

S.No
Genders Other attributes

Male Female Living standard Offsprings Amelioration Sociological situation

1 M4 F7 Normal 3 daughters Non ameliorated pondering situation

2 M6 F9 Normal 3 daughters Non ameliorated pondering situation

Ailments on parents: Un disclosed and difficult to notice

3 M5 F8 Normal 4 daughters Non ameliorated pondering situation

Ailments on parents: Un disclosed and difficult to notice

4 M7 F10 Normal 8 Daughters Non ameliorated pondering situations.

Ailments on parents: Un disclosed and difficult to notice
Note: *Subscripts to M and F are arbitrary. They merely signify different identification in array.

Ancient Wisdoms  

From Siddharth to Buddha: Coming to the bio-factor the life 
course study of long journey from prince Siddhartha to Gautam 
Buddha [3] was deeply studied to ascertain the bio-factor for taking 
lesson in bringing any prismatism in child development cares. The 

prince Siddharth s mother died nine days of his birth, whien child has 
zero wisdom. This became a biological shock implicating the future 
life course of a prince, what to talk for gentry in general. As the prince 
grew from zero wisdom, with development of wisdom with growth of 
mind became curious to find many answers to know Table 3 presents 
the questions then and resulting answer scenario now.

Table 3: Self posed questions of worried Siddharth and their answer now.

S.No Questions raised by Siddharth Likely answer possible now Reason Remark

1
Budhaa kyo aatahai?

Why one gets old?
This is life course Natural process

This life course process-
es became curiosity. for 

developing power of 
hinking of growing mind 

of Siddharth.

2
Mritu Kyo aati hai?

Why come death?
This is life course Natural process under nor-

mal situation

3
Ham mrityu ke baad kanha jaate hai?

Where one goes after death?
This has been subject of ponder-

ing even now
Debatable under influence of 

various religions

4
When we get birth then what we possess?

What has one when he borns?
A child with mind with zero 
wisdom and thinking power It grows with growing age

5
Ham kahan se aate hain?

From where we come?
Lack of knowledge of life course 

process.
Curiosity after the bio shock 

of absolute mother care.

6
Sach kya hai?

What is truth?
The truths were legend based Pondering for child psychol-

ogy

7

Yeh duniya kyo maujood hai? Wa iska 
astitva kya hai?

What is this world? And what is fact about 
its existence?

A child psychology curiosity Developing wisdom became 
cusitive mind
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Savitri Bai Phule a Legendary Social Reformer: To break this 
tradition, Jyotiba Phule and Savitribai Phule established the first 
girls’ school, named Balika Vidyalaya, in Pune on January 1, 1848, 
which was the first school for girls. Six girls were the first to enroll. 
In this way, they opened 18 schools for women, and Savitribai Phule 
also started widow remarriage and established an ashram for wid-
ows. Seeing the tendency of infanticide, Savitribai Phule established 
the first child protection home in 1888. Along with her husband, she 
prevented a Brahmin pregnant woman named Kashi Bai from com-
mitting suicide, and also adopted her illegitimate child Yashwant as 
her own son and educated him. Later, Yashwant became a famous 
doctor. Savitri bai Phule had made the prevention of untouchability 
an important part of her work. All campaigns of Savitribai Phule and 
overcoming atrocities, then led to development of prismatism in in 
human biology for bringing gender balanced families [5]. Subsequent 
scientific development of xx-xy (female-male) gender theory got dis-
covered by Wilson and Stevens in 1905 [11]. But expected results got 
aberrated making people to lose trust, which was taken as pondering 
situation [12] Such results were brought in Tables 1 & 2.

Albert Einstein: Albert Einstein, the brilliant scientist, who is 
now every one’s idea of an absolute genius, who had concluded that 
acceleration (speeding up) of an object such as machine bends time 
and space through which it travels, which provided new scientific ba-
sis of ecological changes at different locations in spatial and tempo-
ral position in globe. Elbert Einstein also said that people think that 
I am genius, but the fact is that I live with problem for longer time. 
This fact is taken up to explore and create reformation of education-
al systems that creates mandatory provision to remain in contact of 
syllabus and revision to produce genius generations [7,8]. The results 
of the study substantiated improvement of efficiency of educational 
systems, without further incurring extra burden on country’s econo-
my, development of genius gentry to bring several social capital and 
intellectual properties in different areas Emergence of many support-
ing developments in the journey from Siddharth to Gautham [4] need 
deep analysis. This part of the study will be taken up in the subse-
quent part of the present study under a separate section covering all 
three previously brought out bio-factors.

Analysis for New Bio-Factor

Previous sections have covered resulting situations of misbal-
ance in genders of family, succeeding studies showed there are many 
genetic disorders which display genetic features in parents. This im-
plies that the developing offsprings will have their next generations 
with varying magnification of bio-factors. Such-bio factors enhance-
ments and depressions will bring different natures of personalities. 
To proceed further wisely selected cases of well-known personalities 
in different aspects were brought here to enable readers understand 
and comprehend situations of ready references. The bio-factors are 
brought here in the following section case by case descriptions, which 
were brought in section 5.3.

Hypothesis of New Bio Factor: Previous dealings and results en-
abled formulation of a new hypothesis of bio-factors which develop 
and bring nature of personalities. At birth when child is born under 
normal situations, all body organs including the brain get formed, 
but its thinking power is governed by mother care immediately after 
birth. Any setback during that tender growing stage hinders normal 
growth. It was also understood that any insufficiency in food and nu-
trition turns the growing child to follow growth with some kind of 
genetic diffect, resulting in genetic disability. Coming to a situation 
after the birth normal or with any kind of genetic disability, any kind 
of shock suppresses normal bio-factor growth. As wisdom grows, the 
growth gets deformed. At this juncture there become two routes of 
personality development viz forming bad vis a vis forming good per-
sonality. The deferred growth takes its form with added strength. At 
this time the further features grow as per scenario exposure coming 
to the groing child initially having zero strength of mind. This hypoth-
esis is further substantiated by the exemplary cases citations and jus-
tifications. It also enabled fixing good features to developing person-
ality becoming hero.

Bio-Factor in Developing Personality: From Siddharth to Gau-
tam: As mind grew Siddhartha started thinking and self-posing ques-
tions and remained thinking about it with developing mind. He was 
not allowed to go out of palace, in mean time he was getting normal 
with that situation he ws allwed to go out for getting familiar with 
situations Siddhartha was a princely child. His mother was reported 
died after 9 days of birth when mind had almost zeo thinking power. 
There was a lack of intimate mother care. During that time Astrolo-
gers (Jotishi) predicted that Siddharth would be either a king or he 
will be a bhiksu (saint). He was retained in palace where he grew with 
searching answers to his self poed questions brought out in Table 3. 
Siddharth was allowed to move out where he perceived validating ex-
posures intensifying his worry. In mean time he was married and a 
son was born named Rahul. Inspite of all luxurires and sufficiency of 
means of pleasant livng of life he left house and beame a bhikshu. With 
further growth he became a wisdom acquiring personality under the 
Bodh Gaya Tree, again in isolation medication. He started moving and 
preaching such answer, which became religion Buddhism, spreading 
in countries in east of Indi namely, Thiland, Indonesia, Koreass, China 
and Japan. 

The foregoind details confirm the hypothesis of impact of shock, 
magnification of bio-factor and impact of subsequent exposures as 
mind grows after any kind of shock. This fact is further substantiated 
by exemplary research result from Safdarjung Hosptal in New Delhi 
[13], May 31 saved2023]. Children kept well by keeping mother in 
ICU providing Kangaroo mother care to childbirth before time and 
underweight could be saved from septisemia, a blood poisonous in-
fection disease. This study on 3200 children showed that 37% of chil-
dren could be saved from infection of sepsis. Children were given 16 h 
skin touching under Kangaroo mother care and given feeding proved 
healthy children. 
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Social Reformer- Savitri Bai Phule: Savitri Bai Phule was born 
in 1831, when there occurred lot of atrocities to women and girl chil-
dren. had occurred when customs prevailed causing atrocities to-
wards female children, there used to be lot death due to occurrence 
of different types of epidemics with lack of adequate medical care 
facilities. While males could get remarried, but female genders were 
debarred taking any part in family auspicious functions. Their heads 
were shaved and were debarred in mant activites. This and many 
other facts compelled then child infanticides, all adverse situations 
changed Jyotiba Phule and Savitri Bai Phule minds for bringing so-
cial reformations. Excessive exposures of atrocities became reverting 
such social repulsive biofactor. This author brough a prismatic gender 
balancing new innovation [3]. 

Absolute Genius Albert Einstein: Albert Einstei was born in 
1879 and had all luxurious life in Germany. The early life depicting 
iterature presented decorated situation of early life days. Hence, it is 
difficult to find the identified factor of intial shock which is respon-
sible for bringing later transformation of bio-factor viz initial shock. 
An available document established that Albert Einstein had excellent 
initial exposure conforming and doing and validating is hypothesis in 
log time remaining with problems. The existing backing and devel-
oping scenario and getting work opportunity in emerging branch of 
electronics, enabled him to remain in that field for long time. In his 
flourishing long life course he developed with confidence special the-
ory in 1919 and general theory of relativity in at 36 year age. These 
figures and facts prove the extensive exposure at the time of grow-
ing wisdom bring lot enhancement in genius capability. Recently [9] 
a daily newspaper report quoted a case of a girl having intelligence 
quotient (IQ)more than Albert Einstein, passing master’s degree in 
system management at the age of 11 years. It was reported that the 
girl had lost her memory power during her early part of childhood. 
This report supplements the part of hypothesis on shock or any set 
back getting enhanced when wisdom grows at later time of mind de-
velopment. Thus, the entire aspect of hypotheis get fully established 
and substantiated.

Bio-Factor Leading to Development of Extremely Bad Hero-
ism Personality: Previous elaborations and cited examples covered 
God personality. This section is bringing supplementation and sub-
stantiating cases which produce bad heroism personality. Such cases 
are plenty thes days. As largely remains in prison and judicial custody. 
These are largely murders, thiefts and extremely unpleasant anti-so-
cial undesirable activities. All such cases have some shocks at intial 
time when their minds had no thinking power, had mental depression 
as well as exposure of such bad surroundings and bad company. It 
would be unfair to cite such names. Readers will be sufficiently con-
vinced to comprehend reports and cases appearing in day to audio vi-
dual and daily newsprint media. In New Delhi one lady murdered her 
colleagues on saying derogative word to her deceased father [14]. The 
lady having diverse from her husband and excessively drunk killed 
other women 32 year by poking knife. This type of brutal mind devel-

ops under some frustration leading to mental instability. This aspect 
of the hypothesis brought earlier is also fully established and sub-
stantiated. Recent report coming in daily newspaper that in America 
1,22,000 people were killed by indiscrimate shooting by gun between 
January 2016 to Decmber 2020 [5]. Law and order situations have 
become a subject of difference between opinions, justifying keeping 
gun is individual right for self-defense. As brought out earlier, this sit-
uation is developing due to mental disorder creating bad personality, 
which becomes befitting topic brought under this study denting ge-
netic solution to become ideal and permanent solution [15].

Newly Composed Module of Childcare Developing from 
Zero to Hero

Based on the foregoing details a new innovative childcare mod-
ule was formulated for developing exemplary zero to hero person-
ality. The genetic prismatism over comes genetic disorder enabling 
gender balanced families, sufficiency of mother care to meet oxygen 
and nutrition enhanced demand, peaceful comfortable environment, 
overcoming stressful situation by conducting scesarian delivery, that 
keeps continuing mother care touch with exposure of good and ad-
vancing scenario enable developing exemplary genius gentry. Any 
disorder defers such growths, but it is enhancing extra ability power 
of other organs making a remarkably bright heroism. Thus, this study 
covers a broad spectrum of child care bringing from zero to hero by 
genetic development. Kangaroo, continuing mother care from zero 
to childhood and leading to adulthood, bring exemplary personality, 
extending role of mother care more important that what has been 
thought over earlier. Contrary to this situation any initial shock tuning 
in mental depression with later enhanced bio-factor makes criminal 
background personality. Such bad scenarios have been developing 
world over, coming to notice, these days. Any shock defers growth 
and bad exposure creates excessively strengthened criminal attitude 
personalities bringing unpleasant antisocial activities creating plenty 
law and order problems for the country’s world over.

Nurthure of Exemplary Hero and Overcoming Bad Crimi-
nal Antisocial Activity Performers

The previous section covered different aspects of cares for build-
ing personalities from zero hero. It is well known to set such ideal 
personality, some kind of esteem recognition is awarded to make an 
exemplary case. In the case of Albert Einstein, the award was a noble 
prize. In the other situation when there occurs some mental disor-
der there is custom of creating and giving mental vitamin. These days 
life course is full of challenges, which leads to mental misbalance, is 
thought over by sociologists [2023e]. Such sociological wisdom has 
reached the level to have gossip and some mend freshening talks as 
mental vitamins. The new perfection in gender theory and beyond 
deals this uncomfortable development of mental situation as mental 
disorder. The study reached the identification of a bio-factor which 
needs such mental misbalanced situation a control measure. There-
fore, mere social thinking is not enough to deal with such a bad sce-
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nario. It needs scientific justification for tackling such misbalanced 
situations. This study accomplished both the situarions of identifica-
tion of individuals with such mental misbalances and needed control 
by the most suitable sociological implicating punishments as well as 
some medication. These mental misbalances have many visible as 
well as behavioral indications, which become advancement in human 
biology.

New Curative Resolution for Overcoming the Extremities 
Devastated Spoiled Minds

Previous sections dealt with bio-factors, effect of any shock, defer-
ment of growth and alter overcompensating build of mental growth 
making genius, diversion of minds and acquiring some specific skill. 
This fact was exemplified by tremendous enhancements of memo-
ry power of Soor Das Ji, who wrote Shrikrishn gatha. This section is 
devoted to how magnification grows in creating bad personality due 
to misbalance of mind. This situation is indicated by range of pH, viz 
urine pH. This ranges from 5- 12 safely can be considered 5 to 10. 
This pH will go on developing bad personality and the hero will be-
have differently in developing situations. This can be easily fixed by 
conducting tests of cases of pH of different types of crimes for which 
one is put in prison. The pH test range can be developed to make re-
lation trend between pH and the type of bad personality. This infor-
mation can become a guiding factor of keeping different categories 
of criminals of Criminal05na3s personalities in different categories. 
Such scenarios can be overcome by mnoeuveration of pH by food and 
nutrition, especially when the mgnifiction is in low range. There have 
been tremendous cases which take the form of men, meaning thereby 
what one sets doing on. For example in many murder cases criminal 
is seen continuously repeating his Crime0e, in extending order Such 
situation is found even in fmous Tihar jail in Delhi, where one prison-
er goes on killing the other prisoner. 

This situation takes the form of severe crrime. The many extreme 
minded bad personlty people need punishment which should keep 
them reminding the bad activity done by him. In many countries 
death penality is banned and life imprisonment is granted in one 
course of justice or the other. Further, life imprisonment is for only 
14 years or so and the law-and-order situation being a state subject, 
criminals get bail and finally get free from such heinous crimes. The 
social punishment will serve two aspects; first make bad personality 
not to do any bad revengeful action ofter he is out of jail from one or 
other pretext. The second aspect is that he will get socially humiliated 
and on lookers will also take lesson remembering that one should be 
obstinate from doing such bad behavior for which he had been given 
the type of social punishment. The social punishment can be of type 
of making hole in ear plugs and shrediing of ear or something of that 
like punishment. This bio-factor will be guiding factor in overcoming 
of in discriminate shooting in U.S.A, for which there exists no prag-
matic control measure [5]. Such an identified person may not be given 
licence f6r owning the guns.

Discussion
Developing Interest in Human Biology

There had been widespread interest in developing children hav-
ing good health ie free of any genetic disorder, which takes long time 
in overcoming such ailments and intelligence. Now there have been 
interest even in womb under the banner of Garbh Sanskaar, which 
has taken shape of business module in human biology, which takes 
stake of mythology of Arjun and Abhimanu [1]. This study derived on 
the basis of biological factors covering broad spectrum of human bi-
ology ranging since BC to AD including present time. Therefore, the 
research presented in the present study is on a scientific basis, which 
becomes a biological advancement.

The New Prismtism in Humn Biology

There has been development of bringing prismatism in human bi-
ology enabling gender balanced family and overcoming lot of adver-
sities on women and child [5]. Usually, people had been feeling such 
developments in gender or birth of child mere grace of God, for which 
people follow different paths induced by different ideologies and sit-
uation of minds. This scientific biological advancement is devoid of 
any cast and religion.

Developing Divisions and Wings in Development of Chil-
dren

This study has displayed different stages viz preparatory gynecol-
ogist advise, which is corresponding to Beej Shuddhi in garbh Sanskar, 
Conception and taking care of food and nutrition in lieu of various 
many auspicious celebrations during first timahi, second timahi and 
third timahi covering nine month durations in mother’s womb, which 
is main activity of growing gynecology departments in Government 
hospitals. Next stage is children care before adolescence and last de-
veloping adult. The biological factor guides how to rear a child from 
zero to hero, which is entirely a new insight in human biology. This 
entire domain covering a broad spectrum comes with how any shock 
leads to the development of both good physical, mental health and in-
telligence. Any unavoidable shock depressing normal growth during 
the process defers growth and that becomes a stint or extra intelli-
gence, ability as well as development of bad personalities. This study 
opens new frontiers of child development from zero to hero in the do-
main of good personality. It becomes beyond control when such shock 
turns in to the development of a bad personality. The personality man 
oeuvre of good and bad personality becomes a subject in the follow-
ing section of the study.

New Perfections in Personality

In the domain of scientific theory of gender development dis-
covery came about one and quarter century ago [3,11]. But there oc-
curred plenty aberrations, which became a pondering situation. Deep 
studies of well-known cases arrived coming up with new perfections 
and beyond [12]. This study is going beyond in this domain with ob-
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jective of developing children from zero to hero, which is new aspect 
and bringing advancements in biological aspects.

New Promotion and Overcoming Good and Bad Personal-
ities

The previous section covered the possibility of building from zero 
to hero good personalities as well due to shocks and bad depression 
and exposures to bad situation, development of bad personalities 
doing anti-social activities. Thus, it becomes imperative to review 
what to do to foster good personality as well as discourage or trans-
form bad personality to good personality to moderate attitude of the 
undesirable antisocial activities. The senior citizen well acquainted 
with historical things in locality and elsewhere can play a good role 
of narrating to youger generation in form of telling legendary success 
stories and examples. One example of a highly intelligent personality 
is in the form of awards. The Noble prize is the highest esteem prize 
award for extra exemplary intelligence. Likewise for manoeuveration 
of such bad antisocial activities judiciary and imprisonment are uni-
versal provision of punishments. Although so long as the media keeps 
focussing continuously people become aware and think of restraining 
such bad activities. Largely, bad personalities complete the imparted 
punishment or come out of prison after obtaining bail, hardly become 
good personality, rather they start doing same previous antisocial ac-
tivities again and again. Therefore, the stint of bio-magnified person-
alities needs some social punishment so that it becomes a live moving 
example of bad personality. People in general will point out and make 
bad humiliating situations for the bad personality. As death penalty is 
largely banned, social punishment in form of punching or making hole 
in ear or slashing may become mode of such social punishment. This 
is a new vision of suppressing the bad attitude of bad personalities, 
which will get refined by people’s reactions in due course of time.

Economic Gain and Feasibility 

The study on development of childcare for making from zero to 
hero is highly feasible as generation goes on moving from one to an-
other without any definite cutoff line. Hence it will be highly feasible 
transformation in the community and society as well as for any coun-
try. God personalities will make innovative intellectual properties 
which will make gain for the countries. Similarly, suppression of bad 
personalities will help save resources and develop bad to good per-
sonality. The crucial bio-factor needs case studies, which is beyond 
scope and feasibility of the present study.

Conclusion
The study fixed bio-factor drawn from long time human biology 

by deep studies of life courses with respect to health and intelligence. 
It came to realization that any set back during early stage of zero to 
hero development defers growth for some years and gets further re-
vamped by the factor of biomagnifications. Mother cares much be-
yond ie mere understood for nine meonths in womb, is needed for 
developing good personality, builds strong bond for International 

Mother Day celebrations. Such growth process creates extra intelli-
gence for good hero vis a vis bad personality creating antisocial activ-
ities, which become problem of widespread nature. Study comes up 
with further fostering of good personalities as well as discouraging 
the bad personalities. The identified bio-factor has been established 
and substantiated in the study, which opens new frontiers in human 
biology for developing childcare from zero to hero.
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